
RENTAL INCOME ESTIMATE

(Rates reflect a blended average for each time period. Applicable taxes and cleaning fees are not included.)

106 CANAL PARKWAY, MEXICO BEACH, FL 32456

NET RENTAL INCOME $46,241* $50,981*

Rental performance projection is not a guarantee or offer of performance by Evolve. The projection is intended to show only an expected range of possible outcomes based on historical 
average performance of similar properties and/or market areas, is not exclusively based on actual Evolve customer accounts, and does not reflect the effect of future changes in economic 
and market factors. The performance of an individual property may vary.  Evolve does not provide investment advice or recommendations on buying or selling property. You should 
consult a financial adviser and/or real estate professional to discuss your specific situation . You may incur additional costs, fees  or taxes, including for providers you choose for on-site 
guest assistance, maintenance, and concierge. 

Unbeatable performance and unrivaled flexibility  
for an industry–low management fee of 10%*. 

877.773.1017  |  realestate@evolve.com  |  evolve.com

MONTHS
AVERAGE PERFORMANCE HIGH PERFORMANCE

AVG NIGHTLY 
RATE

NIGHTS 
BOOKED

TOTAL 
EARNINGS

AVG NIGHTLY 
RATE

NIGHTS 
BOOKED

TOTAL 
EARNINGS

January $132 2 $264 $139 2 $291

February $144 8 $1,152 $151 8 $1,270

March $200 24 $4,800 $210 25 $5,292

April $184 28 $5,152 $193 29 $5,680

May $328 19 $6,232 $344 20 $6,871

June $405 28 $11,340 $425 29 $12,502

July $438 28 $12,264 $460 29 $13,521

August $277 19 $5,263 $291 20 $5,802

September $153 14 $2,142 $161 15 $2,362

October $191 6 $1,146 $201 6 $1,263

November $130 4 $520 $137 4 $573

December $184 6 $1,104 $193 6 $1,217

TOTALS $231 186 $51,379 $242 195 $56,645



CONTACT US TODAY TO GET STARTED
realestate@evolve.com | 877.773.1017

ESTABLISHED EVOLVE 
RENTALS FOR SALE
MOVE RIGHT INTO A 
THRIVING RENTAL BUSINESS

BUY MORE THAN A SECOND HOME. BUY PROVEN PERFORMANCE.
Buying a new property to build a rental business means starting from scratch: finding potential  
guests, booking up the calendar, setting rates effectively, and other unknowns.  
 
What if you could skip the growing pains of starting a rental business and hit the ground running 
instead? You can with an Evolve property. 

STRESS LESS  BY EARNING MORE
You’re getting more for your money with an established rental. You’re taking the easiest path to 
launching a rental business with the confidence that what worked in the past can work for you.

INHERIT BOOKINGS AND INCOME 
Many Evolve properties have future bookings already confirmed. Evolve can even take bookings 
while you’re under contract to help guarantee income on day one (with cooperation of  
current owner).

KEEP PREVIOUSLY POSTED REVIEWS 
With Evolve, you inherit all of the existing reviews for the home you purchase. Reviews  
are one of the most important influences on guests booking a property.

VIEW HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE AND VALUE 
We believe in full transparency — so if the home's owner gives us the go-ahead, we'll provide  
you with the performance of the property. That way, you'll know the true value of your purchase. 

RISK-FREE GUARANTEE 
In the extremely unlikely event you are unsatisfied after the first six months of partnering with 
Evolve, we will fully refund 100% of the management fees paid during that period — hassle-free; 
with no explanation needed.

100%


